February 16 - 17, 2022

Master the products of your research

Intellectual Property and Impact of Research

February 16, 2022 from 9.15 am to 11.15 am
Camerino - Computer Science Department - Polo Ludovici A - Room AB2
via Madonna delle Carceri 7

Simona De Simone
UNICAM

Intellectual Property Categories
Copyright and Industrial Property Rights
(patents of invention, models of utility, industrial design, etc)
Authors and Inventors
IP and priority right
Embargo

February 17, 2022 from 10.30 am to 12.30 pm
Camerino - Geology Science Department - Room H
via Gentile III da Varano 7

Marika Marinelli
UNICAM

Patent prior art research - focus on orbit insight
some patents’ examples in the different research fields
the role of Research Area and Technology Transfer Office Unicam
Open innovation